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STATIONARY MARKOV EQUILIBRIA

BYD. DUFFIE, J. GEANAKOPLOS, A.

MAS-COLELL, AND A. MCLENNAN1

We establish conditions which (in various settings) guarantee the existence of equilibria described by ergodic Markov processes with a Borel state space S. Let 9(S) denote
the probability measures on S, and let s - G(s) c 4?(S) be a (possibly empty-valued)
correspondence with closed graph characterizing intertemporal consistency, as prescribed
by some particular model. A nonempty measurable set J c S is self-justified if G(s) n
9?(J) is not empty for all s E J. A time-homogeneous Markov equilibrium(THME) for G
is a self-justified set J and a measurable selection TI: J -9 _(J) from the restriction of G
to J. The paper gives sufficient conditions for existence of compact self-justified sets, and
applies the theorem: If G is convex-valued and has a compact self-justified set, then G
has an THME with an ergodic measure. The applications are (i) stochastic overlapping
generations equilibria, (ii) an extension of the Lucas (1978) asset market equilibrium
mnodelto the case of heterogeneous agents, and (iii) equilibria for discounted stochastic
games with uncountable state spaces.
KEYWORDS: General equilibrium, stochastic games, ergodicity, overlapping generations, infinite-horizon economies.

INTRODUCTION

in which equilibriumis a matter of
continualreadjustmentto the resolutionof uncertaintiesin the formof "shocks"
generatedby an exogenous, time-homogeneous,Markovprocess. In this paper
we search for equilibriathat are dynamicallysimple in the followingsenses:
1. Equilibriumis a time-homogeneousstationaryMarkovprocess, where the
currentstate is a sufficientstatisticfor the future evolutionof the system.(The
state space may include both exogenousand endogenousvariables.The choice
of state space will have consequencesin the theory,and is a significantmodeling
choice in applications.
2. The equilibriumprocess has an ergodic measure. (Roughly, an ergodic
measure is a probabilitymeasureon the space of states such that the empirical
distributiongeneratedby the process convergesto the ergodic measure almost
surely,if startedwith the probabilitymeasureitself.)
We can give a varietyof reasons (none original)to focus on such equilibria.
They constitutethe simplestsort of equilibriaand are thus perhapsfocal. There
is also the suspicion that other equilibria require implausiblysophisticated
coordination.To quote Guesnerieand Woodford(1992, Section 3), "an equilibriumwhich does not displayminimalregularitythroughtime-maybe stationarity-is unlikely to generate the coordinationbetween agents that it assumes."
There is, finally, the fact that, whatever their merits, such restrictions are
essential maintainedhypothesesof asymptoticeconometricmethods.
WE CONSIDER INFINITE HORIZON MODELS

1 We are grateful for comments from Larry Blume, Hugo Hopenhayn, Sylvain Sorin, Jean-Francois
Mertens, Richard Torres, Larry Jones, as well as the editor and referees. We are also grateful to the
Mathematical Sciences Research Institute at Berkeley, where the first draft was completed in 1986.
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Our main accomplishmentis the elaborationof an abstractmethodof proving
existence of the desired type of equilibrium.Briefly,we develop an approach
wherebyexistenceof equilibriumfor a finite horizonversionof a model implies
that an "expectationscorrespondence"possesses certain properties that, in
turn, implythe desired existence.The expectationscorrespondenceis a temporaryequilibriumdevice. It specifies,for each possible currentstate, the transitions (that is, distributionsover states in the next period) that are consistent
with feasibility and which, in conjunctionwith the current state, satisfy the
short-runequilibriumconditions. Our results extend the work of Grandmont
and Hildenbrand(1974), Hellwig (1980), and Blume (1982). These ideas are
detailed in Section 1.
The remainingthree sections illustrateour approachby applyingit to problems in economics and game theory. As our first applicationof the central
results, Section 2 of the paper demonstratesthe existence of ergodic Markov
equilibriafor stochasticoverlappinggenerations(OLG) economieswith security
markets for assets that are retraded period after period and pay dividends
dependingonly on the currentexogenousshock.Section 3 offers an extensionof
the asset market equilibriummodel of Lucas (1978) to the case of heterogeneous agents. Given the influence of Lucas' paper on financial economics,
macroeconomics,monetarytheory, and econometrics,it is significantthat the
existence of stationaryMarkovequilibriafor this model does not rest on the
assumptionof a single type of agent. Section 4 of the paper demonstrates
existenceof equilibriumfor noncooperative,nonzero sum stochasticgameswith
uncountablestate spaces. Our equilibriaare "coordinated,"in the sense that
they are given in terms of stationaryMarkov equilibriawith respect to an
extendedstate space that includesthe players'continuationvalues for the game.
1. THE CENTRAL THEORY

1.1. Introduction

We begin by describingthe main elements of our approach(the state space
and the "expectationscorrespondence")in subsection1.2, pointingout that the
existenceof a stationaryMarkovequilibriumprocessfor such objectsis a matter
of finding a selection from the restriction(in both domain and range) of the
expectationscorrespondenceto a subset of the state space that has a property
that we describe by the phrase "self-justification."In subsection 1.3 we treat
invariantand ergodic measures, supplyingconditions under which there is a
stationaryMarkovequilibriumprocess that admitsan ergodicmeasure.Subsection 1.4 completes the formal descriptionof our abstractmethods by providing
conditions under which existence of equilibriumfor finite-horizonversions of
the model can imply the existence of a self-justifiedset, so that earlier results
can be applied.
In certaincircumstancesour existence results seem to requirerandomization
over two or more possible equilibriumcontinuationsfrom a given state, so that
there is a dependence of the equilibriumprocess on uncertainevents that are
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outside the model as it is initiallypresented. Such dependence on "extrinsic
uncertainty"is the defining feature of "sunspot equilibria"(Cass and Shell
(1983)), a topic that has been studied extensivelyin recent years. In subsection
1.5 we provide a device for eliminatingunnecessarydependence of transition
probabilitieson state variables.In subsection1.6 we argue that the dependence
on extrinsicrandomnessrequiredby our methods is quite special, and mild in
comparisonwith the possibilitiesconsideredby other authors.
1.2. Time-HomogeneousMarkov Equilibrium

The first essential element of our approachis a nonemptyBorel space2 S of
states.This is the space in which the equilibriumprocesseswill live, and a state
is to be thought of as a complete description of current variables (both
exogenous and endogenous) that is, in addition, a sufficient statistic for the
futureevolutionof the model. In manyapplicationsit will happenthat S = Y x Z
is the Cartesianproductof a Borel space Y of exogenousshocks,which evolve
accordingto an exogenouslyspecifiedtransitionprobability,and a Borel space
Z of endogenousvariables,but our general methods do not depend on such a
decomposition.
Given S, the equilibratingforces in the model are describedby an expectations correspondence,
a map G from S to the subsets (includingthe empty set)
of the space 9(S) of probabilitymeasureson S, that has a closed3graph.In the
settingof a particularapplication,one would constructG so that a measureA is
in G(s) if and only if: (i) A is a distributionof tomorrow'sstate compatiblewith
the constraintsimposed by the current state (including consistencywith the
transitionlawsof exogenousshocks);and (ii) when the distributionof tomorrow's
state is given by A, no agent has an incentive to take an action differentthan
that prescribed at s. A state must therefore contain enough informationto
allow all short-runequilibriumconditions to be verified by a comparisonof s
and ,u E 9(S).
A state space S and an expectations correspondenceG are fixed for the
remainderof Section 1.
The short-runequilibriumconditions embodied in G must be sufficientfor
optimalityin the agents'dynamicprogrammingproblems.How this mayoccur is
an underlyingtheme of the examplespresented subsequently.For an overlapping generationseconomyin which all agents live for two periods,the optimization conditionscan be expresseddirectlyin terms of the comparisonof today's
state and the distributionof states for tomorrow,so there is no problem.In our
treatmentof the Lucas model of asset valuation,the appropriatetransversality
conditionsfollow from compactnessconditions,so that the "Euler equation,"
2A Borel space is a measurable subset of a Polish (complete separable metric) space, endowed
with the relative topology and the o--algebra generated by relatively open sets.
3 Throughout, we give the space of probability measures on a Borel space the usual "weak-convergence" topology, under which /Un -U if and only if ffd,m -I Jfdy for any bounded continuous
real-valued f, and we define measurability with respect to the Borel o--algebra.
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which relates the marginal utility of consumption today and the expected
marginalutility of consumptiontomorrow,is not just necessarybut also sufficient for optimality.In our treatmentof discountedstochasticgames,we resort
to a technical device, expanding the state space by adding "continuation
values."
The least restrictivenotion of equilibriumfor S and G is a Markovprocess
{S1,S2, ... I on some probabilityspace such that, for all t, it is almost surelythe
case that the conditionaldistributionof s,1, given {s1,...,sj} is in G(s,). The
idea of time-homogeneityis capturedby the notion of a transition,a measurable
map H: J -9 S3(J) for some nonempty measurable J c S. For convenience, we
9(J)," and "H1" interchangeably
write "(J, H)" interchangeably with "H: J
with "H(s)."
A time-homogeneous Markov equilibrium (THME) for G is a
DEFINITION:
transition (J, HI) with H(s) E G(s) for all s E J.

Given a THME(J, H), the usual theory of Markovprocesses (as in Revuz
(1975)) shows how to constructan equilibriumin the sense just mentioned,that
is, a time-homogeneousMarkovprocess {sl, S2, ... } on some probabilityspace
such that, for all t, the conditional distribution of st+1 given {sl, ..., st} is almost
surelY H(sI).

A necessary condition for the existence of THME is a self-justifiedset, a
nonempty measurable set J c S such that G(s) n AJ)

#

0 for all se J. A

self-justifiedset J merely allows for some way to draw the next period's state
from J for any current state in J. Intuitively(that is, disregardingissues of
measurability),the existenceof a self-justifiedset is also sufficientfor existence.
Indeed, if a self-justifiedJ is closed (as it will typicallybe) then the point-to-set
map GJ defined by GJ(s) = G(s) n 9(J), s e J, always has a measurable
selection H: J -9 1?21(J),by the Kuratowski-Ryll-Nardzewski Theorem (see

Hildenbrand(1974, page 55)). We thereforehave the simple result:
PROPOSITION

1.1: If there is a closed self-justified set, then there is a time-ho-

mogeneous Markov equilibrium.

It follows from Proposition 1.1 that the difficultyin applicationswill lie in
establishingthe existence of a self-justifiedset. This aspect of the theory is
treated in Section 1.4.
1.3. Invariant Measures and Ergodic Markov Equilibria

There are respects in which the concept of a THME is too weak. In general,
we are interested in a THME (J, H) that is able to sustain some standard
notions of stationarity.For example,an invariantmeasurefor a THME (J, H),
or indeed any transition H: J -* 9(J),

is a measure /.zEY,P(J)
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,u =,u1H,where
AH(A') = IIls(A) dAu(s) .

That is, an invariantmeasure ,u is defined by the propertythat, conditionalon
the informationthat the initial state is drawnwith distribution,u, the distribution of the state at everyfuture date is also ,u. Not everyTHME (J, H) has an
invariantmeasure.For example,4let J = [0, 1], H0 = 81, and Hs = As/2, S E (0, 1].
A more restrictivenotion of stationarityis given by an ergodicmeasure.
DEFINITION:
If ,u is invariant for a transition H: J -> 9(J), then a ,u-invariant
set is a measurable subset A of J satisfying H[sE 9P(A) for ,u-a.e. s eA. (For
invariant ,u, this condition implies that H[sE .-Y(J\A) for ,u-a.e. s E J\A, and
conversely.) An invariant measure ,u is ergodic for (J, H) if, for any ,u-invariant
set A, ,u(A) = 0 or ,u(A) = 1. If ,u is ergodic for a THME (J, HI), then (J, 11, 1)
is an ergodic Markov equilibriumfor G.

In stochastic settings ergodic, rather than invariant, measures are more
natural analogues of the deterministicnotion of steady state behavior. For
example, let S = {O, 1}, Ho = 80, and H1 = 81. Then a0 + (1 - 5)81, for any
O< a < 1, is an invariantmeasure,but as soon as the process has started, this
measureceases to conveyinformationabout the future evolutionof the system.
This is not so for a = 0 or a = 1, whichyield, precisely,the ergodicmeasures80
and 8 .

Suppose ,u is ergodicfor (J, H). Let {stj be a stationaryMarkovprocess in J
inducedby initial distribution,u and transitionH. A key propertyof ergodicity
used in modern econometric theory (for example, Hansen (1982)) is the ,ualmost-sureweak convergenceof the empiricaldistributionof the state to the
ergodicmeasure,that is:
l

lim
T--oo

-E

T

T t=1

h(st)

hdl,

for any h E L'(J, ,u). This follows(if necessary,one should redefinethe underlying probabilityspace and make a particularchoice of {st} with the above
properties)from the random ergodic theorem (Kifer (1986, Corollary2.3). By
knowingthat the averageover time of a function h of the state process {st} is
the same as the average of h under the ergodic measure, one can obtain
consistentestimatorsof parametersof the process.
Even if there exists an ergodic measure ,u for a THME (J, HI), it is not
necessarilythe case that, startingwith an arbitrarydistribution,either the actual
or empiricaldistributionof the state convergesto ,u (a.s. with respect to the
initial distribution).The significanceof this questionfrom a practicalviewpoint
4 Here and subsequently 5 denotes the Dirac measure at s, that is, the measure that assigns unit
measure to the singleton {s}.
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is clear, and an importantthrust of statistical ergodic theory is to answer it
affirmatively.The well known D6blin conditions and their generalizations(for
example,Tweedie (1975)) are importanthere. The subjectis deep, and we will
not go into greaterdetail here.
For convenience,we say that A is an invariantmeasurefor a subset J of S if
there exists a THME (J, H) for which A is an invariantmeasure. Our first
theorem, characterizingthe set of invariantmeasuresof compact self-justified
sets, is quite similar to Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 of Blume (1982). There the
correspondenceG is alwaysnonemptyvalued and the state space S is assumed
compact,but we place ourselves in essentiallythis setting in the statement of
the theorem below by considering a compact self-justified set. (Later, we
provideconditionsfor existence of a compact self-justifiedset that are easy to
apply in practice.) Where we differ in approach is in the method of proof.
Blume studies the propertiesof the correspondenceG: 9Y(S) -> a(S) defined
by ,u E G(v) if there exists a measurableselection H from G such that ,u = vH.
A fixed point of G is an invariantmeasure for S. We instead consider the
"measurable selection problem" (that is, finding a THME) only after the
invariantmeasure has been found. This seems to be simpler.We do not know
whether the assumptionthat G is convex-valuedis required in the following
theorem.This assumptionis discussedfurtherin Section 1.5.
THEOREM 1.1: If G is convex-valued and J is a compact self-justifiedset for G,
then the set of invariant measuresfor J is a nonempty, compact, and convex subset
of 9J).
PROOF: Let GJ be the restriction of G to J in both domain and range:
GJ(s) = G(s) n 9Y~(J),s E J. Since Gr(G) (the graphof G) is closed, Gr(Gj) is

compact. Let m1: 4[Gr(G)]

-9

(J) and

M2:

4[Gr(Gj)] -*[(J)]

be the

restrictionsto P[Gr(Gj)]of the functions that give the marginalsof distributions on J x 9-(J). For any -qE Y4[Y(J)], let E-qE P(J) denote its mean,
which is uniquelydefined,and weaklycontinuousin -q,by the Riesz representation theoremfor C(J) (the continuousfunctionson J) and the definitionof Eq
as the unique measurewith the propertythat, for any f E C(J), we have
ff(s) dE-q(s) =

f

?J(s)

dA(s) d-q(A).

Since J is self-justified,ml(41[Gr(Gj)]) = 4(J), that is m17'Q) # 0 for all
,u E 9(J). (Clearly this is true if ,u has finite support, and the set of such
measures is dense in 9(J)-Msee Hildenbrand(1974, page 49).) The functions
M1, M2, and E are restrictionsof continuouslinear functions,so E o m2 oM 1:
9(J)

->

(J) is an upper semicontinuous convex-valued correspondence. Let

M be its set of fixed points. Clearly M is compact and convex, and the
Fan-Glicksbergfixed point theorem implies that M is nonempty.
We claim that each ,u E M is an invariantmeasure for some THME (J, H).
Specifically,for / e M and v e- [Gr(Gj)] with Em2(V) = m1(v) = t, there
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exists a measurable P: J -- P[6J)] with , ? P = v, where k ? P(A, B)=
JAPS(B) d,u(s). (The existence of P and of ,u ? P are standard, and can be

verified from Nevev (1965, Corollary(page 193) and Proposition111.2.1).)It
need not be the case that EO p: J -,
(J) is a selection from GJ, but the
Aumannmeasurableselection theorem (Hildenbrand(1974, p. 54)) implies the
existence of a measurable selection from GJ, so a satisfactory H can be
constructedby replacing E o P(s) on a ,u-negligibleset, once we show that
E o P(s) E GJ(s) a.e. [lu].

Considera bounded continuousf: J -> R and a constant c E-R. Suppose that
( (s lmax

Let

A,(J)

=

)> O.

ffd[EoP(s)]

fdp<c<

{p E 9(J)Iffdp > c}. Then li(Aj) > 0, where

AJ=

< c and P(s;A,(J))>

maxsfdp

Since Gr(Gj) n (AJ XA,(J))

=

0}

0, we now have

0 = v(0) = ,u ?P(AJ XA,(J,)

=

P(s; A,(J)),u(ds)

> 0.

The upshot of this contradiction is that, for each fe C(J) (the space of
bounded continuousreal-valuedfunctionson J),
min
p E GJ(s)

fdp?<fd[EoP(s)]

<

max

fdp,

p E GJ(s)

a.e. [a].

Since the Banach space C(J) is separable, there is a countable collection
{f}c C(J) such that E o P(s) E Gj(s) if this inequality holds for all f1, so
Q.E.D.
indeed E o P(s) E GJ(s) a.e. [,u].
1.1: If G is convex-valued and there is a compact self-justifiedset,
COROLLARY
then there is an ergodic Markov equilibrium.
PROOF: Let J be a compact self-justifiedset and ,u be an extreme point of
the set of invariantmeasuresfor J. Extremepoints exist by the Krein-Milman
theorem(see, for example,Royden (1968)).It remainsto applythe definitionof
an extreme point to verify the properties of an ergodic measure for the
transitionfunction H associatedwith ,u. Suppose,with the goal of a contradiction, that A is a H-invariantset and that ,u(A) E (0, 1). Then v = ,/[1 - ,(A)]

restricted to Ac (zero on A) and -j = ,/,u(A) restricted to A (zero on AC) are
both H-invariant, and ,u = p(A)-q + [1 - ,u(A)]v, which contradicts the fact that

Q.E.D.

,u is extreme.

Grandmontand Hildenbrand(1974) assume, in effect, that G has a continuous selection H. In that case, the existence of an invariantmeasure follows
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directly from Schauder's Theorem applied to the map ,u

-

Au17from 9P(S) to

9.(S), for S compact.Our approachhere, along with Blume (1982), is to obtain
an invariantmeasurewithout requiringthe existence of a continuousselection.
The potentialmultiplicityof equilibriashouldbe a caution to the reader.We
have not shown that every THME has an invariantmeasure. (Indeed, in the
contextof particularapplications,there may generallyexist equilibriumstochastic processes that do not have even the Markovpropertyrelative to a natural
state space, let alone time-homogeneity,invariantmeasures,or ergodicity.)We
have shown only that, given a compact self-justified set J, there is some
particularselection from Gj that has an ergodicmeasure,which begs the issue
of coordinationamong agents. Hellwig (1980) has gone on to show additional
conditionsin a temporaryequilibriumcontext under which any selection from
GJ has an invariantmeasure ,t.
1.4. Existence of Self-JustifiedSets

In some cases of interest,such as the temporaryequilibriummodel studiedby
Grandmontand Hildenbrand(1974), Hellwig(1980), and Blume (1982), the set
S of states is compact and the expectations correspondenceG is nonempty
valued. In this case, S itself is self-justifiedand Theorem 1.1 can be applied
directly. Going beyond the temporaryequilibriumsetting, our approachis to
derive the possibilityof ergodic behaviorfrom the existence of finite-horizon
equilibria.Specifically,given any time horizon T E 1N,a T-horizonequilibriumis
an S-valuedstochasticprocess {s1, ... . ST} on some probabilityspace such that,
for all t < T, the conditional distributionof st+1 given {sl,..., sJ is in G(s,)
almost surely. (By "stochasticprocess,"we mean simply that s, is a random
variablefor all t.) A T-horizonequilibriumneed not be Markovrelativeto the
given state space S; we will only use the fact that the conditionaldistributionof
st+1 given {s1, ... ., st is in G(s,) almost surely. By the end of Part 1, we will have

shown the following result, the easiest point of application of the Central
Results.

1.2: Let G: S -> P(S) be an expectations correspondenceand K
a
subset
be compact
of S. If, for every T E RN,there exists a T-horizon equilibrium
{S1, ... . ST} for G such that st E K almost surely for all t, then G has an ergodic
Markov equilibrium.
PROPOSITION

In provingProposition1.2, we are proceedingin two basic steps. In the first,
already accomplished,we have shown that the existence of a compact selfjustifiedset is enough for the existence of an ergodicMarkovequilibrium.This
is the content of Theorem 1.1. We now proceed to the demonstrationthat the
hypothesesof Proposition1.2 implythe existenceof a compactself-justifiedset.
Let K be a given subset of S. We begin by defining a set of states that
contains the initial state of any "j-period equilibriumthat stays in K." Let
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= K, and for j > 1 define C0j inductivelyby letting
COO

C0o= (s EK Ithere exists v E G(s) with v*, (C0,j-1)

=

1).

Here v*(Co, j-) is the inner v-measureof CO,j-1,that is, the supremumof
v(D) over Borel measurable D c Coj-. Induction immediately yields the
followinginclusion.
LEMMA

1.1: C0j C C0 j-1, j E {1,2, ... }.

It will be a consequenceof Theorem 1.2 that if K is compactand C0j is not
empty for all j, then J= n jC0j is a self-justified set. We will formulate
Theorem 1.2, however,so that it applies to cases in which K is noncompact.
Suppose that i> 1 and that Ci-1j has been defined for all j. For je
{, 1,2,... }, let Cij = {s E C0oI there exists s' e Ci_1j+ and veG(s') with
v * (C0o) = 1 and s E suppv}. Roughly,Cij containsall states that could occur in
period i of an "(i + j + 1)-periodequilibrium"in K runningfrom period 0 to
period i + j.
LEMMA1.2: (a)

Cijc Ci- 1,j for all i > 1 and i > 0; (b) Cij c Ci,j- 1 for all i > O

andj> 1.
PROOF: (a) When i = 1, this is an immediateconsequenceof the definition,
and for largeri, it follows inductivelyfrom the inclusionCi.1 j+ c Ci-2,j+1l (b)
In view of the definitionof Cij, the inclusionsC0jc CO,
j1 and Ci- 1,j+ 1 C Ciimply that CijcCij1, so the result follows from Lemma 1.1 and induction
Q.E.D.
on i.

The next result confirms,at least to some extent, that we have defined the
"correct"sets Cij. In addition,it simplifiesthe verificationof the hypothesesof
Theorem 1.2 below.
LEMMA

1.3: If i > 1 andj > O, then Cij= 0 if and only if Ci_1 j+ 1 # 0

That Cij= 0 implies Ci 1,j+1 = 0 is implicitin the definitionof Cij.
Consequently, it suffices to show that C0oj 0 implies Ci j-i 0 for isE
PROOF:

{1,..,,j}.

Fix s0 E C0j, choose v1 E G(so) with v1*(C0,j-1) = 1, and choose s, E
l
v . In general, if si E C0jj has already been chosen, then we
C0,j nsupp
choose vi + 1 E G(si) with vi+ 1*(COj-i- 1) = 1 and si+i E C0,,j-i-1 n suppvi+The definitionof Cij now implies,by induction,that si E Ci,j-i for all i. Q.E.D.
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Our second main result is as follows. Note that it does not require the
assumptionthat G is convex-valued.
THEOREM 1.2 (Existenceof Self-JustifiedSets): Suppose that G is an expectations correspondencefor which all Cij are nonempty. (By Lemma 1.3, it suffices
1 0 for all j.) Fixing an i*, if Ci*j has compact closure for some j, then
that C0j
J = n jCi*j is self-justified.

PROOF: Since J is the intersectionof a nested sequence of nonemptycompact sets, J is nonemptyand compact.Fix s E J and choose a sequence {sj) with
SjE Ci*jand sj - s.

For each j, choose vj e G(s1) with vj*(Coj_1) = 1; this is possible since
s1 E C0oby Lemma 1.2. Then

CO,j1lnsuppvcGi*+l1-1
by virtue of the definitionof Ci*+2 j- 1 so
Vj GE

4a(Ki* +1, j -1)

C 4

K(C* i1)-

Now observe that {9(Ci*1)} is a descending sequence of compact sets with
intersection9(J), so there is a limit point v E 9/J(J) of the sequence {fva}.The
fact that v E G(s) now follows from the assumptionthat the graph of G is
Q.E.D.

closed.

Proposition1.2, which, to repeat, is the easiest point of applicationof our
central results, can now be viewed as corollaryof Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. First,
the hypotheses of Proposition 1.2 imply (by induction in T) that COT is not
emptyfor all T, taking C00to be the compactset K referredto in Proposition
1.2. Theorem1.2 then impliesthe existenceof a compactself-justifiedset J, and
the conclusionof Proposition1.2 then follows from Theorem 1.1. The combination of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 thus completesour centraltheory.
Roughly speaking,what is going on is the following.We wish to obtain the
existenceof a stochasticprocesswhose transitionis characterizedas an ergodic
Markovequilibrium.This is hardto do by a directfixedpoint argumenton a big
space (say, of endogenous stochastic processes) because, while we may get
existence, there is no guarantee about ergodicity,or even time-homogeneous
Markovtransitions:The fixed point in the big space neglects to use the inner
recursivitiesof the problem.We therefore proceed by separatingthe construction into two parts. The first (which is model-specificand constitutesthe input
for Theorem 1.2) carriesout a fixed point proof in a space of arbitrarilylarge,
but finite, trajectories.Stationarityconsiderationsare neglected at this stage.
Only one thing is finallyretained of the constructionof this first part, namely
the existence of a compact self-justifiedset (Theorem 1.2). The second part
proceeds then, so to speak, to stationarizethe equilibriumtrajectoriesobtained
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in the first part. This is done by pluggingthe self-justifiedset into Theorem 1.1
and getting a THME with an ergodicpressure.
1.5. Eliminationof Unnecessary
Dependenceon thePast
In many applications the expectations correspondencemay depend on a
propersubset of the informationpresentedby elements of S. An exampleis the
overlappinggenerationsmodel consideredin Section 2: if s is the state today,
then G(s) does not depend on the components of s representingthe initial
portfolio of the currentold. We now show that our resultsmay be applied in a
way that producesa THME,with all the propertiesderivedabove, in which the
transition does not depend on "irrelevant"information.That the distinction
may have consequences is shown by Spear, Srivastava,and Woodford(1990),
who consider a frameworkin which equilibriarestricted to depend only on
"relevant"informationare deterministic,in the sense of local uniqueness,but
unrestrictedequilibriaare not.
Assume that S is a Polish space, Q: S S is a continuoussurjection(thinkof
Q as a projection),and G: S -- 9?Y(S)is an upper semicontinuousset-valued
mapping such that G = Go Q. We apply our results to S and G, where
S = S U S (withthe disjointunion topology)and G: S - 9(S) is givenby letting
G = Q(s) if s^E S and letting G(s) = G(s^)if s E S. The key facts (which are
easily provedby straightforwardarguments)are as follows:
(-) J c S is self-justifiedfor G if and only if J = J U Q(J) is self-justifiedfor
G, and J is compactif and only if J is.
(-) If (J, 4) is a THME for G, then (J, H) is a THME for G if we set
J=JnS

and H= HoQIj.

(-) With (J, l) and (J, H) as in the last remark,if ,A is an ergodic measure
for (J, H), then ,E-9e(J) given by ,u(A) = 2,A(A) is an ergodic measure for
(J, ).
Given a self-justifiedset for G, the firstremarkabove impliesthat our results
above maybe appliedto J = J U Q(J); the second remarkprovidesa procedure
for "translating"the THME obtainedfor G into an equilibriumfor G in which
the transitions do not depend on the irrelevant information;and the third
remark shows that the existence of an ergodic measure is preserved by this
procedure.
1.6. Sunspots
Our approach to the existence of ergodic measures does not use the full
power of the additionalstructureon G that may often be present in applications. Suppose, for example, that S= [0, 1] and for each s e S, G(s) = Sg(s)
where g: [0, 1] -> [0, 1] is a continuous deterministictransition. This model
admits a deterministicergodic measure (that is, a steady state), namely 5.,
where s is any fixed point of g. Yet the ergodic measures obtained from
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Corollary 1.1 need not be deterministic;they may capture cycles or other
recurrentbehaviorof g. This is because, even if the underlyingdeterministic
model belongs to a class havinga steady-state,this informationis never used in
the constructionof our central theory. In this sense, our constructionis not
"best," which may be a partial explanationof why the interpretationof our
equilibriumrequiressome notion of sunspots.
The phrase "sunspotequilibrium"(Cass and Shell (1983)) describesa situation in which equilibratedvariables respond to random events that have no
effect on the fundamentalsof the economy-tastes, endowments,and technology. Implicitly,this issue has alreadyarisen in connectionwith the convex-valuedness of G. As we have seen, given a compact self-justifiedset, one can
constructan THME even if G is not convex-valued,but in order to guarantee
the existence of an invariantmeasure,we need to convexify;that is, it may be
necessaryto allow THME's that randomizeover "pure" continuationsif the
given expectationscorrespondenceis not alreadyconvex-valued.
The abovesunspots,however,are trivialin the sense of Cass and Shell (1983).
For any s E S, each possible "pure"continuation,u in G(s) representsa set of
expectationsabout the futurefor whichthe choice variablesin s are optimal,so
that (givenvon Neumann-Morgenstern
preferences)a randomizationover such
continuationsis in turn a continuationfor which the currentlyequilibrated
variablesare optimal.Amongother things,one could imaginethat before agents
make their choices in the currentperiod, the randomizationover continuations
has alreadytaken place, and its results are knownto all.
The issue of sunspots has a richer significancewhen one can meaningfully
distinguishbetween "intrinsic"and "extrinsic"uncertainty.Suppose,for example, that S = Y x Z is the .Cartesianproduct of a Borel space Y of exogenous
shocksand a Borel space Z of endogenousvariables.Supposethe variablesin Y
evolve accordingto an exogenouslygiven stationaryMarkovprocess {ty} with a
unique invariantmeasure.It would be naturalto assumethat the uncertaintyin
Y is purelyintrinsicand payoffrelevant:Differentelements of Y correspondto
differentfundamentals.
Suppose that H: J> 9-(J)

is a THME. Skorokhod's theorem (Billingsley

(1986, p. 343)) allows us to represent the (Y x Z)-valued state process {st=
(yt, zt)} in the form zt+1 =f(yt+1, at+,1 st), where at+1 E [0, 1] is uniformly
distributedand i.i.d. We can thinkof at as the sunspotat time t. It wouldbe of
interestto have equilibriain which zt+1 does not depend on the sunspot at+1.
This correspondsto our next definition.
DEFINITION:
Let JY'F(YX Z) denote the set of ,u in #'(Y x Z) for which there
is some h: Y-- Z with measurable graph such that ,u(Gr(h)) = 1. A THME H:
J >9(J) is spotless if H, E 9F(YX Z) for all s in J.

Given a spotless THME, the distributionof the next period'sstate supportsa
uniqueendogenousvariablefor each exogenousvariable,and thereforesunspots
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are absent. In general, we cannot prove the existence of a spotless THME,
althoughadditionalconditionsallow us to obtain the followingsubstitute.
DEFINITION: A

there is some

Mc

THMEH: J -* 9(J) is conditionally spotless if, for all s E J,
such that T1I= Jv d7(G).
-AF(Y x z) n G(s) and Tr E 6(M)

With a conditionallyspotless THME, sunspots are used only to randomize
over spotless transitionsto the next period's state. In particular,any optimality
properties of agents' decisions that are used to define G(s) are still (almost
surely) satisfied even if the agent were to condition on the outcome of the
sunspot governingthe choice of the next period's state. Put another way, the
state process is such that its dependence on the underlyingsunspot process
could (but need not) have the form zt+ = f(yt+1, at ,st) in the sense that the
dependence of zt+l on sunspots is restricted to those sunspots that have
alreadybecome publiclyobservableat the time the choice variablesof st are

selected.
We should emphasize that the existence of a conditionallyspotless equilibrium is a nontrivialconditionthat will not be satisfiedby arbitraryexpectations
correspondences.For example, if Y= {O}, Z = {0, 1}, and for each s, G(s)
contains a single stochasticallynontrivialtransition,then for each s E 5, 9i?F(Y
x z) fG(s) = 0, so a conditionallyspotless equilibriumis impossible.
We can, however,demonstrateconditionallyspotless THME with an ergodic
measureunder certain conditions.
PROPOSITION1.3: Suppose Y is finite, and for s E S let

g(s) = {v E G(s) Iv E 9F(YX Z)}.
Then g is an expectations correspondence. If g has a compact self-justified set J,
then g has a spotless THME, and there is an ergodic Markov equilibriumfor the
expectations correspondence G: J -* ,#9(J) given by letting G(s) be the closure of
the convex hull of g(s) n 9#(J). If, moreover, G is convex-valued, then an ergodic
Markov equilibriumfor G is a conditionally spotless ergodic Markov equilibrium
for G.
PROOF: Given that Y is finite, the graphof g is a closed subset of the graph
of G, hence closed since the graph of G is closed. Thus g is an expectations
correspondence.Given a compact self-justifiedset J for g, a THME for g is
given by measurableselection from its restrictiongj to J, as discussedearlier.
We claim that G has a closed graph.To show this let Sk and bk be sequences
with EkE G(sk) for all k, Sk s, and P-k - . For each k there is vk E
"J9'(g(Sk)) C
'M(J)) such that Ak is the "mean"of Vk. Since J is compact,so
is 9(9(J)), so Vkhas a convergentsubsequence,say with limit v. Elementary
properties of the weak* topology imply that supp vic g(s) and that ,- is the

mean of v, so ,u E G(s).
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If J is self-justifiedfor g, then it is self-justifiedfor G, of course, so that G
has an ergodic Markovequilibriumby Corollary1.1. The final assertionfollows
simply from the fact that, when G is convex-valued,G(s) c G(s) for all s.
Q.E.D.

The startingpoint of the analysisof a particularapplicationwill often be a
result (for example, Radner (1972)) guaranteeingthe existence, for any initial
conditionand finite horizon,of an equilibriumin which all temporaryequilibria
are drawnfrom g. We saw in the last section how to pass fromthis sort of result
to the existenceof a self-justifiedset for g. This means, quite generally,that if Y
is finite and g has a self-justifiedset, then there exists a spotless THME.
In orderto obtain an ergodicmeasure,however,it is necessaryto convexifyg,
so we end up with a conditionallyspotless equilibrium.The convexificationof g
seems quite natural,but on the other hand we know of no example satisfying
our assumptions(with a finite Y) in which there is a self-justifiedset for g that
does not admit a spotless THME with an ergodic measure. We wish to stress
that the question of whether such a situation can exist is an open problemof
considerable interest: a positive answer would suggest that our methods are
capable of extractingall availablegeneral results, so that little remainsunsaid,
while a negative answerwould, in all likelihood, involve novel and interesting
methods of analysis.
Insofaras there is typicallysome latitude in the choice of the state space, the
Markovpropertyembodiedin the notion of a THME has considerableflexibility
in practice.Among other things, one can alwaysreplace S with S -x S, where
S- is a copy of S, to be thought of as a recordof the last period'sstate. Since
the expectationscorrespondencealreadyembodies the equilibriumconditions,
allowing such dependence on the past is similar, in a particularsense, to
allowingsunspots:prior states are no longer "fundamental."The strongest(in
the sense of minimizingdependenceon the past) existenceresults are obtained
from our methods by specifyinga minimalstate space. However,this does not
mean that it cannothappenthat, by allowingmore than minimaldependenceon
the past, one can obtainequilibriawith other desirableproperties.Among other
things,we are unable to rule out the possibilityof an examplewith no spotless
ergodic equilibriathat has spotless ergodic equilibriawhen the state space is
expanded to include lagged variables; whether this can happen is another
interesting open problem. In passing, it should be stressed that in some
applications(such as repeated gameswhich,in the terminologyof Section 4, are
stochasticgames with trivialstate space) the interestingequilibriamay well be
those with more than minimaldependenceon the past.
In many applicationsthe coordinationproblems posed by our equilibrium
concepts are severe, and they certainly become more problematicwhen the
randomizationdiscussed above is introduced.Concretely,it requires that the
agents agree that an irrelevant random variable will determine which of a
number of equally valid continuationswill be followed. As Chiappori and
Guesnerie (1992) make clear by example, once one allows arbitrarysorts of
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sunspot equilibria, the multiplicityof equilibria and associated coordination
issues become even more severe.
2. MARKOV OVERLAPPING

GENERATIONS

EQUILIBRIA

2.1. Introduction

Since Samuelson(1958) describedthe consumption-loanmodel, overlapping
generations economies have been at the center of microeconomictheories
about macroeconomic phenomena. (See, for example, Sargent (1987) and
Geanakoplos(1987) for general accounts.)This is true both of the deterministic
and, to a lesser extent, also of the stochasticversion of the theory (as in, for
example,Peled (1985)).
In this part we concern ourselveswith the existence of Markovianstationary
rational expectations equilibrium for stochastic overlapping generations
economies with many households and commodities.This question has already
been studied by Spear and Srivastava(1986) as well as Spear, Srivastava,and
Woodford(1990). We establish existence of ergodic Markovequilibriain this
setting as a straightforward
applicationof our centralresults.An extensionto a
model with productionhas been given by Wang (1990).
This section is in some respectsthe most elementaryin the paperbecause the
optimalityof an agent's behaviorin a THME is an immediateconsequenceof
the short run equilibriumconditionsembodiedin the definitionof the expectations correspondence.In the applicationsstudied in subsequent sections the
relationshipbetween equilibriumand optimizationwill be less straightforward.
2.2. The Primitives

The "fundamentals"of the economyhave the followingdescription.
There is a random process {yt} of exogenous shocks, a time-homogeneous
Markovchain with finite state space Y and transitionP: Y -()
The numberof perishableconsumptioncommodities(in each period)is 1, and
for agents of type i the set of feasible consumption in a single period is
Xi= DR'.The numberof agent types (in each generation)is m, and the number
of (infinitelylived) assets is n.
Each agent lives for 2 periods. An agent of type i is defined by (el,

e72, Ui),

where:
(i) el: Y-- R1 is the endowmentfunctionfor the first period of the agent's
life: that is, when young, an agent of type i receives the bundle ei(y) if the
currentshock is y.
(ii) e72:Y-*>1R+ gives the endowmentsof agents of type i, as a function of
the shock y, when old.
is a von Neuman-Morgenstern
(iii) uj: Xi XXi X Y X Y -> DR
utilityfunctionfor
agents of type i, with ui(x-, xi, y-, y) representing the utility received over the

total lifetime of the agent if xi is consumedwhen young and xi is consumed
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when old, while the shock is y - when young and y when old. For each
, y -, y) is assumed to be increasing,continu(y -, y) E Y2, the function u
ous, and concave.
The infinitely lived securities are "real" in the sense that they generate
commodity(as opposed to nominal)dividends.The dividendstructureis specified by d: Y-- (Rl) , with d1(y) E DR denoting the dividendbundle paid by
securityj whenever the currentshock is y. In each period the old realize the
dividendsgeneratedby their portfoliosgiven by the currentshock, after which
the securities are sold ex dividend to the young. By way of an innocuous
normalization,the total endowmentof each securityis taken to be 1.
The economydescribedabove is denoted (P, e, u, d).
2.3. EquilibriumDefinition

We now define spaces in whichthe variablesdescribingeconomicactivitylive.
The price simplexis
,Al+n =(

p,q)

=

E Rn+XR1

{(P~~eD~X~

E pj+ E qh = 1l
]p1~j=l h=1}

with p representingsecurityprices and q representingcommodityprices.
The space of possible vectors of portfolios held by a generation of young
agents at the end of their first period of life is
A = (o= (oil ..IOm)

EE (Rn

)

|

E

i

1..1))

Let X = X1 X ... X Xm be the space of consumption profiles for a single
generationin a single period. Let Xl and X2 be copies of X, interpretedas
the spaces containingthe consumptionprofiles of the young and old respectively. Let A' and A2 be copies of A, interpreted as the spaces containing,
respectively,the final portfolio of the currentyoung and the initial portfolio of
the currentold. The "endogenousstate space" is
Z=A1

XA2 XX'

xX2

xAl+nI

consistingof portfolios,feasible consumptions,and prices.The set of states, that
is, possible configurationsof exogenousand endogenousstates, is
m

S=

([(

1, o 2,x,x2,

p, q)] E YXZ

E [x l +x7-e?(y)

-e/2(y)]

n

=F

dj(y)
j=1
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DEFINITION2.1: A state transition for (P, e, u, d) is a pair (J, H), where J is a
nonempty measurable subset of S and H: J 9-* 9(J) is a transition function. A

state transition(J, H) is consistentif, for each s = [y, (61, 02,

X1, X2, p, q)]

E P:

(a) the marginal of HI(s) on Y is P(y);

(b) the marginalof H(s) on A2 is the diracmeasureat 01,
Condition(a) means that H is consistentwith the exogenousshock transition
function P. Condition (b) says that the initial portfolio of the old tomorrow
must equal the final portfolioof the young today.
From the point of view of a currentlyyoung agent, the decision-relevant
economic data consists of the currentstate of the economyand the conditional
distribution over states in the subsequent period. We have the following
terminologyfor the agent'splanningproblem.
DEFINITION2.2: A plan for an agent of type i is a triple (4 i, ,i), where
&x,() is
x.l eXi, a&E R , and : S ->Xiis a measurablefunction. A plan

(4

relativeto a
budget-feasible,
(2.1)

ap iq,

[ei(y)

given pair (s, A) E

S x 69(S), if

Xi]

where p, q, and y are the respectivecomponentsof s, and
n

(2.2)

+ E
idj(y(yss))]

p(s') *ai+q(s')

= q(s')

(SI),

for all ,u-a.e. s' e S. A plan (Xil,ai, ) is optimal relative to (s,A) if it is
budget-feasibleand, for any other budget-feasibleplan (4 ei, 6i),
(2.3)

E ui[ V fi(

)

(ys)]

)>E Eui[1,

(i(s1), y(s),y(s')]

where the expectationsare taken with s' havingdistribution,u.
An equilibriumis a consistent state transitionin which the demandsof the
various agents specified by the correspondingcomponentsof the states are, in
fact, optimal,in the followingsense.
DEFINITION2.3:

X1, x2, p, q)], the derivedplan
where projX2: S-- X72 is the natural

For each state s = [y, (61, 02,

of an agent of type i is (xi 6J,projx2),

projection.
DEFINITION2.4: An equilibriumtransition for (P, e, u, d) is a consistent state
transition(J, 1H) such that, for each i and each s e J, the derived plan of an
agent of type i is optimalfor an agent of type i given (s, H(s)).

Note that the first budget constraint(2.1) is embedded in the requirement
that the derived plans are optimal (hence budget-feasible)at each s eJ. The
second budget constraint(2.2) need not hold at all s E J, but it must hold at all
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points in the supportof any H(s). Our methodof expressingoptimizationfor an
agent of type i does not call for optimalityof consumptionrelative to the
situationof an agent of type i when old. However,a plan that is optimalin our
sense (that is, for the agent when young)remainsoptimal(withprobabilityone)
after the passage of time and revelationof information.5
Time-consistencyof preferencesis implicitlyassumedin the sense that each
agent has only one utilityfunction,ratherthan one utilityfunctionwhen young
and anotherwhen old, in which case the relevantnotion of optimalitywould be
to have the young actingas Stackelbergleaders for themselveswhen old. There
is no apparentreason that our resultscould not be generalizedin this direction.
We will be interested in demonstratingthe existence of an equilibrium
transitionwith severalproperties:ergodicity,conditionalspotlessness,and compatibilitywith arbitraryinitial conditions. In general it is desirable that an
equilibriumtransitionbe compatiblewith arbitraryinitial conditions since, in
applications,it may be helpful to have a continuationof an equilibriumfrom
any reasonablestartingpoint. In the currentmodel, the historicallydetermined
informationconsistsof the preferencesand portfoliosof the old.
DEFINITION
2.5: An equilibrium transition (J, H) is complete if, for any
continuous, concave, strictly increasing utility functions v1, ..., vy: Y x DR1 R,
and 9 E Y, and any 2EA2, there is a state s =[y,(,02,x,x2,
p,q)] EJ such
that y = 9, 02 = a 2, and for each agent of type i, x2 is a solutionto the problem

of maximizingvi( 9, *) subjectto the budget constraint
q,xi

=p

q.X2=P.&+
t2+

q

[2a
.[e1k

,

Y) + E&b d1(y) ] .

We are ready to state the main result of this section.
2.1: For any economy (P, e, u, d), there exists a complete equilibrium
THEOREM
transition with an ergodic measure.

As remarkedat the end of this section, our method of proof actuallyimplies
the existence of conditionallyspotless equilibrium,in the sense described in
subsection1.6.
2.4. Proof of Theorem 2.1

The proof of Theorem2.1 is a rathersimple applicationof our centralresults.
We begin by definingan expectationscorrespondence.Let g: S -* 9(S) be the
5 It has been traditional,at least since Debreu(1953),not to formallystate optimalityconditions
beyondthose governingthe initiallychosen plan.
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set-valued function defined by (s, A) E Gr(g) if and only if (with s =
[y (01'

02, x,

x2, p,q)]):

(i) the suppori of ,u is the graph of a function h: Y -> A x A2XX1 XX2 X
A'+n;
(ii) the marginal of ,u on Y is P(y);
(iii) the marginal of ,u on A2 is ''1;

(iv) for each agent of type i, the associatedderivedplan of agent i for state s
is optimal given (s, A).
We induce a T-periodequilibriafor all finite horizons T E RJas follows. Let
the preferences of the "old at time zero" and the "young at time T" be
arbitrary.For each T these preferences induce a T-periodfinite-stateRadner
(1972) style event-treeeconomy.Then, by an argumentsimilarto Radner's,we
establish the existence of an ST-valuedrandom variable that is a T-horizon
equilibriumfor G, in the sense of our centralresults.(Radner'stheoremfails to
applyonly by virtue of minor technicaldifferencesbetween our frameworkand
his; a proof applicableto our frameworkis availableupon request.) Since the
amount of each good availablein each state and date is bounded uniformly,
both above and away from zero, there is a compact set K almost surely
containingall states reached in any such T-horizonequilibrium.Proposition1.2
now impliesthe existenceof a compactself-justifiedset J for g, and the desired
conclusionfollows from Proposition1.3.

2.5. Informal Discussion

As our results are formulatedabove, the distributionof states in the next
period is allowed to depend on all the variables in the current state, even
thoughthe only variablesthat are obviouslyrelevantto equilibrationin the next
period are the currentshock, the consumptionsof the currentyoung, and the
final portfoliosof the currentyoung. As shown in Section 1.5, it is possible to
prove the existenceof equilibriawith the propertiesindicatedin Theorem2.1 in
which,wheneverthe variablesjust enumeratedare the same, the distributionof
states in the next period is the same. Since Y is finite, the equilibrium
demonstratedis also conditionallyspotless in the sense describedin Section 1.6.
Our stochasticsetting allows a richerset of questionsthan would be possible
for a simplermodel. Consideran examplein whichthere is an asset that paysno
dividendin every state. Should such as asset have a nonzero price in equilibrium, it could be described as "money," in the sense of a "fundamentally"
valueless store of value, or as a "bubble."Samuelson(1958) showed that this is
a possibility for deterministic overlapping generations economies, but
Scheinkman(1980)later establishedthat such bubblescannotcoexistwith assets
paying positive dividends:for both assets to be held, the capital gain on the
bubble must match the returnon the dividend-payingasset, leading eventually
to a situationin which the value of the bubble exceeds the wealth of the young
who must buy it. Tirole (1985) added population growth,finding that coexis-
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tence is possiblewhen the rate of returnon investmentdoes not exceed the rate
of population growth, so that the per-capita value of the bubble remains
bounded. We note that we do not know whether coexistence is possible in a
stochasticeconomywithout populationgrowth,either with or without ergodicity. For a model of stationarymonetaryequilibrium,see Gottardi(1991).

3. MARKET EQUILIBRIUM

WITH HETEROGENEOUS

LONG-LIVED AGENTS

3.1. Introduction

The model presentedby R. Lucasin "Asset Pricesin an ExchangeEconomy"
(1978) has had an importantinfluenceon financialeconomics,macroeconomics,
monetarytheory, and econometrics.As in the precursorby LeRoy (1973), the
setting of the model is made up of a time-homogeneousMarkovshock process,
a single infinitely-livedagent with additivediscountedutilityfor consumptionof
a single commodity,and marketsfor securitiespayingdividendsin each period
specified by a fixed function of the shock in that period. Prescott and Mehra
(1980) extended the model to the case of a class of agents with identical
preferences and identical endowments.For purposes of equilibrium,one still
has the effect of a single representativeagent. With a sufficientnumber and
type of securities to create the effect of complete markets, heterogeneityof
agents can be accommodatedbecause the existenceof an equilibriumfollows as
a straightforwardapplicationof the results of Bewley (1972) (see Levine and
Zame (1992) and Magill and Quinzii (1992)). By virtue of the first welfare
theorem, any such equilibriumis the equilibriumof an appropriatelychosen
representativeagent, so it will displaythe propertiesderivedin Lucas'analysis.
With incompletemarketsand heterogeneousagents, however,it is well known
that equilibriumallocationsare not typicallyefficient,rulingout the possibility
of a representativeagent. This section will be devotedto establishingconditions
under which one can still recoverthe existence of a stationaryMarkovequilibriumwith an ergodicmeasurein a Lucasmodel with heterogeneousagents and
incompletemarkets.
At the equilibriumof Lucas' originalresults, the single agent must hold the
entire market portfolio and consume all dividendsin each period. With additively separableand stationarypreferences,this implies that prices are given by
time-invariantfunctionsof just the currentshock. With heterogeneousagents,
however,we cannot hope for so much: equilibriumprices must clearlydepend
at least on the distributionof assets acrossthe variousagents.For example,with
a fixed currentshock, reallocationof the securitiesfrom one agent to another
with greater risk aversion would typically require a new set of equilibrium
prices. (In fact, even if the agents have identical preferences but begin with
different endowments, equilibriumprices depend on the particularsecurity
allocation,which changesthroughtime.) Thus, in order to describeequilibrium
in terms of a single time-homogeneousMarkovprocess, one must include both
endogenousand exogenousvariablesin the state description.
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3.2. The Primitives

There is a finite set Y of exogenousstates or shocks.The randomprocess{Y,}
of exogenous states is a time-homogeneousMarkovprocess with transitionP:
Y -> 9(Y). The set of dates for the economyis either {1,. . ., T} for some finite
T, or N, in which case we will write "T = + 00."

There are n long-lived securities and m long-lived agents. (One should
actuallyimagine that there are in agent types, where for each type there is a
continuumof identical agents; as usual, speaking of m individualseases the
discussion.) For notational ease, consumption dividends of the n available
securitiesare definedby d: Y -- R+,where d1(y) is the dividendpaid by security
j when the current shock is y. In addition, e: Y -> Rm defines the private
consumptionendowmentsof the m agents;that is, agent i receives ei(y) when
the currentshock is y.
The von Neumann-Morgensternpreferences of agent i are defined by a
-- R that is bounded above and
strictly monotone C' concave function ui: DR++

fE3 (0, 1). For anysequence C = (C,}T=1
unboundedbelow, and a discountfactor,8i
of R++-valued
randomvariableson some probabilityspace, the associatedutility
for agent i is
UT}(C) =E E[

3tuj(Ct)].

Note that, since ui is unboundedbelow, there is some constant ci > 0 such that
ui(ci) +

_

u <

ui (min ei( y)

where Ri is an upper bound on ui. It is "irrational'for agent i to have
consumptionbelow ci in any period, since such behavior is dominated by
consumingendowmentsthen and in all subsequentperiods.
With u = (u1,.. ., un) and /3 = (13 .*..*,.m), the primitivesof the economyare
6&= (P, e, u, /3, d). We mention at this point that it would be possible, at the
expense of greaternotationalcomplexity,to generalizethis structurein several
ways without changingthe essential features of the analysis.In particular,we
could allow the numberof consumptiongoods in each period to be any finite
number,and we could allowthe felicityfunctionsui to depend on the shock;for
details see an earlier draft of this paper.
Let A = {Oe (DRn)m: L1OOi= (1,..., 1)} be the set of possible vectors of
portfoliosat a point in time. Note that we do not allow short sales. Let A - be a
copy of A. The endogenousstate space for the economyis Z = A - x A x Rm+ X
Rn+Iwith typicalelement (0-, 0, c, p) representingthe vector p of securityprices
and, for each agent i, the portfolio Oe Rn of securities purchased in the
previous period, the portfolio Oi purchased in the current period, and the
consumptionlevel ci.
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The state space for the economy(with feasibility"built in") is
S=

[y,(0-,0,c,pfl

EYXZ

E[ci-ei(y)]=

Ed=(y)

For an S-valued stochastic process {s,},'= on some probability space, we
typically write st = [ (07, ot, ct, pt)]. We call such a process {st} a consistent
state process for 6' providedthat, for all t < T, the conditionaldistributionof
Yt+i given {s1, .... st} is almost surely P(yt). A sequence {at} of random

variables(on the same probabilityspace on which {st} is defined) is adaptedto
{st} if at is (s1, ... , st)-measurable for all t.
Given a state process {st}, a feasible policy for agent i is an {st}-adapted
++ and satisfying,for all t,
process {(&t,Ct)} valued in ln x FR
Pt. a t + ct = at-1 *[pt + d(yt)] + ei(yt),

with Q0defined to be 0V. Likewise,an optimalpolicy for i is a feasible policy
{(&9,CM)} such that, for any other feasible policy {(&9,C)}, we have UiJ({Ct}) >
Ui ({t}

for 6' is a consistent state process {st} with
DEFINITION 3.1: An equilibrium
the propertythat, for all i, the policy {(0(,cid)}is optimal given {st}.
This is the standardWalrasianequilibriumconcept. It is encompassedin our
frameworkas follows.
transitionfor 6' is a pair (J, H), where J is a
DEFINITION 3.2: An equilibrium
measurable subset of S and H: J -* 2(J) is a transition with the properties:
(a) for any (0, y) e A - x Y, there is a point [, (0,, c, p)] e J (that is, any
startingparametersare admissible);
(b) each time-homogeneousMarkovJ-valuedprocess {st} with transitionH is
an equilibrium for 6' with T = + oo.

The main result of this section is:
THEOREM 3.1: There exists an equilibrium transition (J, H) for 6' having an
ergodic measure.

As we remarkat the end of this section, our method of proof actuallyimplies
the existence of conditionallyspotless equilibrium,in the sense described in
Section 1.6. The proof of the theoremproceeds in two basic steps.
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3.3. First Step: The Expectations Correspondence
First, we define a set-valued function g: S -* 9N(S) by letting ,Eeg(so),

where s0= [y0, (0, O0, c0,p0)], if:

(i) the support of ,A is the graph of some function h: Y -Z;
(ii) the marginal ,uy of ,A on Y is P(y0) and the marginal of ,A on A - is 8%0

almost surely;
(iii) for all i, p0 Oi0+ ci0 = 0z0*[p0 + d(yo)] + ei(y0);
(iv) for all i, Ai =3iE(u'(ci1)[p1 + d(yl)]) - u'(cio)p > 0 and Ai* Oio= 0, for
any random variable s1 = [y1, (0J, 1,cl, P1)] with distribution ,A;
(v) c1 > c almost surely, where c = (c, ..., cm) is as defined in Section 3.2.
PROPOSITION3.1: There exists a compact self-justified set J for g with the
property: For any (0, y) E A - x Y, there exists [ y, (0, 0, c, p)] E J.

The propositionis provedby establishingthe followingfive lemmas.For any
time horizon T, let -(T) denote the correspondingset of equilibriafor 4'.
The first lemma follows from the propertyof ci describedin Section 3.2.
LEMMA3.1: For all T, if {st} E -q(T), then for all i and t, cit > ci almost surely.

We next guarantee a uniform upper bound on finite horizon equilibrium
securityprices.
LEMMA3.2: There existsj5 e Rn such that, for any finite T, if {st} e-r(T), then

Pt < j5for all t almost surely.
PROOF:Let {(Oit,cit)} denote the policy of agent i in equilibrium.Consider
the followingmodificationof a policy: In the currentperiod, replace the final
portfolio Oit with (1 - E)Oit, spending Ept * Oit on additional current consumption, and replace the pairs (0i, ci,), T> t, with (1 - )(0i, ci). Clearly the

modifiedpolicy satisfiesthe budget constraintsof all periods.
This modificationleads to a loss of expected utility in future periods that is
bounded, for small E by Ki , for some Ki that is independent of T and the
particularequilibriumunder consideration.[One can take Ki = 1 + sup{cu'(c):
Ci< C< Ekek(y) + Ej dj(y)}.]

If asset prices can be arbitrarilyhigh, then the value of the economy'swealth,
and thus the value of the richest agent'sportfolio,can also be arbitrarilylarge.
Consequently,the fractionof this agent'sportfoliothat must be sold in orderto
finance one unit of consumption,say, can be arbitrarilysmall. In equilibrium,
the incrementalutilitygeneratedby addingone unit to this agent'sconsumption
is bounded below (this follows easily from Lemma 3.1). Thus, if asset prices
could be arbitrarilylarge, there would be the possibility,for some agent, of
obtainingthis incrementof utilitywhile givingup an arbitrarilysmall amountof
Q.E.D.
futureutility,a contradictionof optimality.
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T=1E rt(T), then {st}7T2E rt(T - 1).
{s,}

This followsfromthe Bellman'sprincipleof optimality.

Q.E.D.

For any T, let ST= {S E S Ithere exists {st} E r(T + 1) with s1 = s}, the set of
initial equilibriumstates in some T-horizonequilibrium.
LEMMA3.4: For all finite T and all (0, y) E A - x Y, there exists [y,(0, 0, c, p)]
E ST.
PROOF: Radner's(1972) existence result applies when securityprices can be
shown to be strictlypositive in any quasi-equilibrium.Since we don't require
strictlypositivedividends,one must extend Radner'sproof.A suitableproof can
be made availableon request. See Grodal and Vind (1988) for an alternative

Q.E.D.

proof.

Let K={[y, (-,0,c,p)]eSIc>c,pAj},
and let C0j be defined as in Section 1.4.

where p is given by Lemma 3.2,

LEMMA

3.5: For all T,

PROOF:

The proof is by an easy induction argument, using Lemma 3.3.

ST C COT.

Q.E.D.

The compactnessof K and Lemmas3.4 and 3.5, combinedwith Theorem 1.2
of the centralresults,together prove Proposition3.1.
3.4. Second Step: Optimalityof Candidate Policies

Let G: S - 9(S) be definedby letting G(s) be the closureof the convexhull
of g(s). We do not assert that G is an expectationscorrespondence,in the
sense of having a closed graph. Nonetheless, by the previouspropositionand
the central results (Proposition 1.3), there is an ergodic Markovequilibrium
(J, H, A) for G. In particular, for any (0, y) E A - x Y, there is a time-homogeneous J-valuedMarkovprocess {st} transitionfunction H with (0j, y1) = (0, Y)
Theorem3.1 is thus impliedby the followingproposition.
3.2: Given a state process {st} ={[Y, (0t ot,ct, Pt)]} with transiPROPOSITION
tion function H, for any agent i = 1, ... , m, the correspondingpolicy {(0it, cid)} is
optimal.
PROOF: Given {st} with transition H, let {(6t, Ct)} be an arbitrarybudgetfeasible policy for i. We will show that U`(Jcjt}) > U(J`Ct}),which proves the

optimality of {(0it, cid)}.
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Let T be arbitrary.We will first show that
(3.1)

({cu})+E[ E

izJ({cit})

it)
-t=T+l

+ f3TE[u(CiT)P

-(T

OiT)]

We can prove(3.1) by induction.It is certainlytrue for T= 1 since the concavity
of ui implies that ui(ci1) > ui(C1) + u(ci1)(cil - C1). Assuming that (3.1) holds
for T = i, we then show that it holds for T = T + 1. The definition of G implies

that
u(CiT)PT *(OT-)

/E(uCi,T+1)

-

(@f-09T

[ Pr+l (Y1]1l

T

a.s.

We also have, again by concavity,
Ui(Ci,T+l)

> Ui(CT+l)

+ U'(Ci,T+1)(Ci,T+l

T+)

Then (3.1) follows for T = T + 1 by combiningthe last two expressionswith the
law of iterated expectationsand the fact that
[PT+l+ d(yT+1)1

(e9 - Q0)+ CiT+l- CT+1=PT+1* (9T+l

- Oi+1)

Thus (3.1) follows for all T by induction.Since ui is bounded above and cit > Ci
a.s., the second term on the right-handside of (3.1) converges to zero as
T
+ .oo Since c1t> c1 a.s. and ui is concave, 0 < uf(cit) < u'(ci) a.s., so the
thirdterm on the right-handside of (3.1) also convergesto zero with T, implying
Q.E.D.
the optimalityof {cit.}
-*

This completes the proof of Theorem3.1.
3.5. EquilibriumPropertiesand Concluding Remarks

As in the previoussection, our analysisallows the distributionof states in a
given period to depend on more than a minimalnumberof priorvariables.For
example, the definition of the expectations correspondence used to prove
Theorem3.1 has no conditionsin which the specificportfolio an agent holds at
the beginningof a period has any role that is not summarizedby the agent's
initial wealth. As shown in Section 1.5, there exist equilibriumtransitionsin
which the distributionof states in the next period depends only on a suitably
defined "minimalsummary"of the currentstate.
Since the space Y of shocks is finite, the equilibria demonstratedby our
method of proof are conditionallyspotless, in the sense of Section 1.6.
Since these resultswere first presented, they have been used as the basis for
applied work by Marcet and Singleton (1991) and have been extended by Ma
(1993) to the case of recursiveutility, in the sense of Epstein and Zin (1989).
Under a concavityassumptionon the recursiveutility aggregator,an expectations correspondencecan once again be used to characterizeequilibriumin
terms of joint conditionson currentstate variablesand the distributionof state
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variablesin the followingperiod. By the nature of nonadditiverecursiveutility,
however,this entails an enlargementof the state space to include continuation
utilities, as in Section 4.
Without assumingthe short-salesconstraintthat we exploit here, Magill and
Quinzii (1992), Levine and Zame (1992), and Hernandez and Santos (1991,
1992) have shown the existence of (not necessarilyMarkovor ergodic)equilibrium in incompletemarkets,under various sets of assumptions(otherwise,see
Hart's (1975) counterexample)about the structure of security markets and
budget constraints.
4. STOCHASTIC GAMES

4.1. Introduction

In this section we study what our central results yield for nonzero sum
stochasticgames, as definedby Shapley(1953). This is a quite generalmodel of
strategicinteractionwith symmetricinformation;repeated games, for example,
are the special case given by a singleton state space. For finite, or countable,
state spaces there is a variety of existence theorems for time homogeneous
MarkovianNash equilibrium.See Shapley(1953), Parthasarathy(1982), Nowak
(1985), or Rieder (1979). Although existence of stationary MarkovianNash
equilibriumhas been establishedin severalspecial cases with uncountablestate
space (Himmelberget al. (1976) and Parthasarathy(1982) for transitionssatisfying certain separabilityconditions,Parthasarathyand Sinha (1989) for state-independent transitions,Majumdarand Sundaram(1991) for state and action
spaces that are compact intervals, with symmetricpayoffs), and there are
e-equilibriumresults (Whitt (1980), Nowak (1985)), a general treatment has
been lacking.For recent relatedwork,see Berginand Bernhardt(1991),Nowak
and Raghavan(1988), Nowak (1992), and B6rgers(1991).
Here we apply our central results to the finite-horizonequilibriumexistence
theorem of Rieder (1979). We do not obtain the existence of a stationary
Markovianequilibrium.But we do get the existence of a special kind of
correlatedequilibriumin which (within the conventionaldescriptionof correlated equilibrium)the messages transmittedby the mediator are public. In a
one-stage game, correlated equilibriumwith publicly observed messages is
equivalent to randomizationover the set of Nash equilibria, and a similar
interpretationis appropriatehere. In formulatingmyopicequilibriumconditions
we expand the state space, includinga proxy for the expected utilities of the
continuationof the game. (The ideas used in Sections 2 and 3 to derive true
optimizationfrom myopicoptimizationare not applicablehere.) These components of the expandedstates serve as signallingdevices for selecting continuation equilibria.If we were to allow dependence on complete past histories,we
still could not avoida minimaluse of "sunspot"variablesif our goal was to have
an ergodicmeasure.
Mertens and Parthasarathy(1987) have establishedthe existence of a (subgame perfect) Nash equilibriumfor stochastic games with general state and
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action sets under hypotheses of the same nature, but somewhatweaker than
ours. (See also Amir (1987).)Our researcheshave been independent.Theirsis a
remarkableresult, with which ours is, in comparison,elementary. There is,
however,an importantreason why our result is not covered by theirs, namely,
that we can guaranteethat the equilibriumprocess admitsan ergodicmeasure.
Nowak and Raghavan(1988), also workingindependently,establishexistence
of a stationarycorrelated equilibriumunder more general assumptionsthan
those consideredhere. Due to the special nature of the correlationemployed
here (publiclyobservedsignals)and the fact that we obtain an ergodicmeasure,
our result is not a special case of theirs. Nowak and Raghavan(1992) obtain a
result quite similar to ours, but again without the existence of an ergodic
measure,using somewhatweakerassumptions.Nowak(1992) extendsthe analysis to equilibriawith limit-of-meanspayoffs.
In a setting of continuousgames, Harris, Reny, and Robson (1993) make a
case for correlationin extensiveform gamesbased on publicsignals,using some
techniques related to those in this paper. In their case, however, the issue is
existence of any subgame perfect equilibria,which need not be in any sense
stationary,and their use of correlationis to allow the informationalsignificance
of distinctionsbetween actions to be preservedin the limit as the distinction
itself disappears.
4.2. Stochastic Games and Extensions
An n-player stochastic game is a tuple F = (Y, A, P, u, 13),where:

(i) Y is a nonemptycompactmetric space of shocks;
(ii) A =A1 x ... xAn, where each Ai is a compactmetric space of actions;
(iii) P: Y XA -* 9(Y) is a transition probability, called the law of motion;
(iv) u = (ul,... , un) is an n-tuple of continuous short-run utilityfinctions,
where ui: YxA
;
(v) /3 = (81 ... 9 3n)E (0, 1)n is an n-tuple of discount factors.
We fix a game F = (Y, A, P, u, ,8) for the remainder.

Intuitively,an "extension"of F involvesan expandedstate space containing
publicinformationthat does not affect the utilities or transitionson the original
state space, but whichcan serve as a sourceof signalsfor coordinatingbehavior.
Formally,F* = (Y*, A, P*, u*, ,1) is an extensionof F if there is a continuous
surjection wT:Y* -> Y (the "projection") such that, for all (y*, a) E Y* xA:
(i) P*(y* a)o -1 = P(w(y*) a);
(ii) for all i, u0*(y*,a) = Ui(w(y*), a).

4.3. Strategies and Equilibrium

Typical elements of -(AA) are denoted by ai. Whenever convenient we
identify Hli,4&(Ai)with the obvious subset of 9Y(A); that is, we identify each
... X an E=w(A).
CE=(a,,1. .. 9an") with a, X
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A (stationary,0-th order, mixed) strategy for player i in F is a transition
a
probabilityei: Y - A(Ai). A strategyvector is then some e=(f,...,a,),
functionfrom Y to Hli,(Ai).
The interpretationof F as a game results from the specificationof objective
functions for the agents. Given a strategyvector e and an initial distribution
a 9A(Y), the ith player'sexpected utilityis

[ t=O

J

where the expectationis taken with respect to the distributionof the time-homogeneous Markovprocess {(yt, at)} that is generatedby oaand the transition
probabilitiesP and e. Specifically,the joint distributionof (y0, ao, y1, a1,... ) is
J e ?JP - . We will also have occasion to refer to the transition
oe?
function Q~: Y-* Y'(Y) for the shock process given by Q~(y) = [(byx e(y))?
P]Y= JAP(Y,a)f(y; da).
A strategy vector 6 is a o-equilibrium if U(Q;or)> Li%fii,ei; ov)for all ei and
i. (Here, (-i,f i) stands for the strategy f, except that the ith coordinate

strategyhas been replacedby e.i) A strategyvector f is an equilibriumif it is a
for any initial distributiona. Clearly,f is an equilibriumif and
cr-equilibrium
only if it is a by-equilibriumfor all y in Y. If none of the agents is conditioning
behavior on the history of play, or other publicly available informationnot
encoded in the state, then no single agent can derive any advantagefrom doing
so, but it can also happen that such informationis used to coordinatebehavior.
4.1: A coordinated equilibriumfor a game F is an equilibrium5e
F* of F. A coordinated equilibrium e* admits an ergodic
extension
some
for
DEFINITION

measure if there is an ergodic measure for the associated transition Q~*:
Y* _> 19(y*).

Our existence theorem employs the following continuityhypotheses on the
transition probability P: Y X A

->

9(Y):

(i) (boundedvariation)norm continuity,that is, if (yn, an) -* (y, a), then the
supremumof IP(yn, an)(B) - P(y, a)(B)l over all Borel sets B goes to zero, and
(ii) any measure P(y, a) is absolutelycontinuouswith respect to any other
P(y', a'); that is, P(y, a) < P(y', a').
4.1: Any game F with norm-continuous and mutually absolutely
continuous transition probabilities has a coordinated equilibrium admitting an
ergodic measure.
THEOREM

4.4. The Expectations Correspondence

We applythe centralresultsto the followingfinite-stageequilibriumexistence
theorem.
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PROPOSITION 4.1 (Rieder (1979)): Suppose that for each y e Y, P(y, *):A
A
9Y(Y) is weakly continuous. Then for any integer T > 0 and any universally
measurable functions VlT+l,...Vn,
T+1 : Y -' R there exist transition functions
.. * *T
= ((1, T,... *n, I
((1,0, ...**n,O)'
T) such that for any initial distribution
0- e 9A(Y), any i, and any transitionfunctions 6i,O, *
i,T Y -> q(Ai),
G =

|( Eiiyt,

i

at)

+ vi, T+ AYT+

1)

d

o-

p

0..

sTop]

T
t=O

xd[

o-

((-i

,o 6i, )

< Po

...

< ((-i,

T,

i,T)

(&P]

For the purposes of applyingthe central results, our state space shall be
S = Yx Z, where
Z= H?A(Ai)

X [-r,r],

i

with r chosen so that, for all i,
ui(YXA)

C (1 - 8i)[ -r, r

We let y(s), a(s), and v(s) denote the projectionsof a generic s onto Y,
flHq(Ai), and [-r, r]n respectively,and we sometimeswrite "s = (y, a, v)."
For a given s = (y, cg,v), G(s) c 9(S)

is the set formed by those v E 9(S)

havingthe three properties:(i) v is compatiblewith the transitionprobabilities
implied by y and cg,(ii) v- equals the vector of discounted sums of expected
utilitiesimpliedby crand the transitionprobabilities,and (iii) no player i has an
incentiveto replace cii by another ai if the change leaves unalteredthe family
of probabilities on Z conditional on Y. The last condition requires some
explanation.Let K = P(Y x A). Since P is norm-continuous,K is norm-compact, and the assumptionof mutual absolutecontinuityassuresthat p <<p' for
any p and p' in K. Denote qK(Y XZ) = {v e 4/(Y x Z)Ivy6 K}. For every
v E A(Y x Z), let vy: Y -- Y(Z) be a versionof regularconditionalprobability
for v, that is, vy ? vY= v. Define IF: K X
(YXZ)->K(YX Z) by ir(p,v)
= p ? vy. (Since p << vy, this definition is independent of the version of
conditionalprobabilitychosen.) In words, the operator Vrcombines p and v
into a new probabilitymeasure on Y x Z having p as marginalon Y, but with
the probabilitieson Z conditionalon Y remainingthe same as those in v.
We may now state, precisely,that v E G(s) if and only if, for all i,
(i) VY= AP(Y,

d,

(ii) i= fAui(y, )dc +,813fsvidv, and
(iii) Di> fAui(y, ) d(_i, ai) + 8i3fsvid t[
W9(Ad.
We prove the following in Section 4.7.

P(,*

)d(1_i, ai), v] for all aciE
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4.2: G: S -* 9;P(S)is convex-valued with a closed graph.
4.5. Ergodic Markov Equilibriumfor G

PROPOSITION

4.3: The expectations correspondence G has an ergodic Markov

equilibrium.
PROOF: We verifythat, in the notationof Section 1, subsection1.4, CO0T+1 * 0
for all T = 1,2..... Since S is compact, Theorem 1.2 then yields a compact
self-justifiedset, and the existence of an ergodic Markovequilibriumfollows
from Corollary1.1.
Fixing a particularT, let (= 11 ..., In,o) *... I T = ((1,T, *
n,T) satisfy
the conclusions of Proposition 4.1 when the terminal reward functions
= O,. . ., T and i = 1, . . ., n define
V1,T+1. ...
Vn, T+1 are identicallyzero. For t

wit: Y -1R by
wit( Y)

f(E

p[tui(YT,aT))d[

y?(tP]

For each yE Y and t = O,..., T set
MtY) = (MtY),

Zit(Y), M(Y))

Choosing aT+1 = (al, T+ 1 *

al

T+ l) E

= (Y,

t(Y),

wit(Y))

HiY'(Ai) arbitrarily,for y E Y set

(y, aT+1,0)
For each y E Y and t =O,..., T, define vt(y)E 9(S) by
sT+1(Y) =(YT+1(Y), aIT+(Y),

vt(y) (E) =Q(y)

VT+1(y))=

y) c-El).
((y' E-Y ISt+1(Y

We claimthat vt(y) E G(gt(y)) for [o)-? 0 P ..** ? P (t ? P]-a.e. y E Y.
Indeed, conditions(i) and (ii) above hold automatically,and (iii) follows from
the maximizationassertion of Proposition 4.1 once one recognizes that the
integrandof the second integralon the right-handside of (iii) depends only on
the shock.Let C00= U tT+ilt(Y). Then for every y E Y we have VT(y)(ST+l(Y))
= 1, so that VT(y)(COO)
for
=_1and ST(Y) E C01. In general,if -t(y)ECOT+1(
P
P
then
([
vt- 1(y)(CO,T+l-t)=1
PI***P t-t P]
t- 1)-a.e. sE S,
0P
for [o- 0
.* ? P?
2? P]-a.e. y E Y, whence Et-1(y) E CO,T+l-(t-l)
for (o- )0 CP C*
P
CP
2 )P]oI -'1)-a.e. s E S. By induction it follows
that s (y)eCO,T+1
for (a- o - 1)-a.e. s e S, and in particular COT+l1* 0, as
Q.E.D.
desired.
4.6. Defining an Equilibriumof an Extension F* of the Game F

Theorem 4.1 is now proved by transforming(J, H,,)
equilibriumfor the game F.

into a coordinated
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Let Y*=J, and define 7r: Y* -*Y, u*: Y*xAIl
9(Y*) by:
u*(y*, a) = ui(T(y*),

w7(y, a, v) =y;

P*(y*, a) ='(P(7r(y*),
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, and P*: Y*xAA
a);

a), H(y*))-

= P(7r(y*), a), and the followingresult,provedin
ConsequentlyP*(y*, a) o
Section 4.7, completes the verificationthat F* = (Y* A, P*, u*, ,3) is an extension of F.
PROPOSITION

4.4:

P*: Y* xA

Using the notation y*

=

-*

q?(Y*) is measurable.

(y(y*), a(y*), v(y*)),

we define the strategy (*:

Y* -> riH(Ai) simply by letting 5*(y*) be the projection of y* on the a
coordinate;that is, M*(y*)= a(y*). Since the transitionHn Q* has an ergodic
measure ,u by Proposition 4.3, the next proposition concludes the proof of
Theorem 4.1.
PROPOSITION

4.5: The strategy vector * constitutes an equilibriumfor r*.

This is a straightforwarddynamicprogrammingargument.
Considerplayer i. Because utility functions are bounded and 3'i< 1, conditions (ii) and (iii) of the definitionof the expectationscorrespondenceG yield,
PROOF:

first, Ui( *; by*) = vi(y*) for all y* and, second,

Ui(~
yY
) ~A[

0

a) +,8v3*i(

) dP*( y ,a) ]d [ *(_(Y*)95
6a] (a)

for all y* and a'. Of course, this says that vi satisfiesthe Bellmanequationfor
the dynamicprogrammingproblemfacing player i. Since the policy * realizes
vi, it follows that * is optimal against (*i for any initial distributiono. This
completes the proof of Theorem 4.1 with the exception of the technical
Q.E.D.
argumentsto follow.
4.7. TechnicalArguments

the set of probabilitymeasureson
For claritywe distinguishbetween 92Y(Y),
Y with the weak convergencetopology, and 9?(Y), the same set but with the
norm topology.
LEMMA 4.1: The function 1k: K X 'W-PK(YX
Z) -, 5PK(YXZ) is continuous
(with the norm topology on K).
PROOF: We first show that if vn -> v weakly, with vnEsK(Y x Z), then
vny- vy in norm. Indeed, the collection {vny4is a subset of K and so has at

least one strong, hence weak, accumulation point p. However, vny-- vy weakly,
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so vy is the only weak accumulationpoint. Therefore p = vy and we conclude
that vy is also the only strong accumulationpoint, that is, Vny vyY
Let now vn-> v weaklyand Pn-> P in norm. Since

t(n Vn) =-Pn (; n' = (Pn -P) (&Vn

+

)vnY

and (Pn - p) ? i4' -v 0, it suffices to show that p ? (vY - vY) - 0.
-

Observe that v? (vnY vY) = vn v - (vny
vy) ? vnY. Because
vn -> v
weakly and vny- vy in norm, we have v y (vnY- vY) 0> weakly.
Since p <<vy, there is a (Radon-Nikodym)derivativeg E L'(Y, vy) for p (see
11.23 in Royden (1968)). For given 8 > 0, now let g' e L'(Y, vy) be continuous

and such that
IIg-g'Ilj=

lg-g'ldvy

<?

(using a combinationof results 11.26, 14.6, and 8.5 in Royden (1968)).
Let h: Yx Z -[ R be an arbitrarycontinuousfunctionwith Ih(y, z)l < 1 for all
(y, z). Then
z) d[ p 2) (vny-v P)]

|h(y,

=

<

(y,z)|

fh(y,z)g(y)d[vy?(iv<-vY)](y,z)
|h(

y,z)g'(

y) d[vy0CJ(VnY-v

+ fh(y,z)[g(y)-g

)] (y, z)|

(y)]d[vy?&(Vn-vY)](y,z)

The first term of this sum goes to zero because h(y, z)g'(y) is continuous on
Y x Z and vy ? (vny- vY) 0 weakly. The second term is bounded by 8
because IIg-g'lll <8. Since 8 is arbitrary, this means that fhd[p
(vnY- vY)]
->

0. Since this is true for any continuous function h, we conclude that

p ? (vnY- vY) -O 0 weakly. This is what we wanted.

Q.E.D.

For any a E Y'P(K),
the Riesz representationtheoremimpliesthat a probability fp da(p) E ?'(Y) is uniquelydefinedby the requirementthat fh d[ fp da(p)]
= J[ Jhdp] da(p) for all continuous h: Y -> R. In words, fp da(p) is the mean
of a.
LEMMA 4.2: The function a,- fp da(p) from 9(K)
(with the norm topology on K).

to 4(Y)
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PROOF: Suppose a ->- a in 9-'(K) and let h: Y-4 DRbe continuous. Since
p -*fh dp is weakly continuous, we have

fhd [pda(p)]

=[

h dpdan(p)
]

-fhdp]da(p)

= fhd[fp da(p)].
Therefore fp dan(p)

->

fp da(p) weakly. Every fp dan(p) belongs to the convex

hull of K. By a theorem of Mazur(Dunford and Schwartz(1958, p. 416)) the
norm-closedconvex hull of K is norm-compact.Therefore (p da(p)} c9
has an accumulationpoint in the norm, hence in the weak, topology. Since
fp da(p) is the only weak accumulationpoint, we conclude that fp da"(p) ->
Q.E.D.

fp da(p) in norm.

is clear since the three conditions
PROOF: Proposition4.2. Convex-valuedness
(i), (ii), and (iii) are linear in v. For the closednessof the graphwe only need to
verify that IF[JAP(Y, ) da, v] is (weakly) continuous with respect to v, y, and
a. Because of Lemma4.1 this will follow if we establishthe (norm)continuityof
*
(y, a!),- fAP(y, ) da.
As noted before, by the continuityhypothesison P, K is a norm-compact
subset of 9(Y). Denoting Py() =P(y, *),the map (y, a) J-* P(y, )da can be
expressed as (y, a) J fp d(G o Py-')(p). Therefore, by Lemma 4.2, the desired
continuity will follow from the (weak) continuity of (y, a),-* (a o Py-1) E9(K).
To prove the latter property, let h: K -[ R be continuous, Yn-> y, and an -->a.

Then
fhd(an

-|fh

K

0

P)

0

-

fhd(a

Py da

f(hoPyn-hoPY)dan

-

Py1')

h o Py da

+

f hoPyd(an-

a)

Because h[Py(a)] - h[PY(a)] O-0 uniformly, a?n- a weakly, and a

->

h[Py(a)] is

continuous, it follows that the two terms of this sum go to zero. Hence
Q.E.D.
a? o Py-' -a> Py-' weakly.
PROOF:Proposition 4.4. Let 90K(YX Z) = {v E Y'(Yx Z) Ivy E K) and note
-> P(Y*) can be expressedas the compositionof the following

that P*: Y* x A
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three functions:
P1:Y* xA -> YxA xqK(YX

Z)

definedby
.Pl1(y*, a) = (wr(y*), a, I(y*)),
K 4K(YX
KX
P2: YxA x jK(YX Z)

Z)

definedby
= (P(y,a),v),

.p 2(y,a,v)
(p3:

KX PK(YX Z)

PK(YX Z)

definedby
P3(p,AV)

=

I(p,

V).

The function (P1 is measurablebecause H is a transition probability,(P2 iS
continuous because of the hypothesis on P, and P3 is continuous by
Lemma4.1. ThereforeP* is measurable.
Q.E.D.
4.8. Concluding Comments

Our hypothesesare strongerthan those of Rieder (1979) or, say, Nowak and
Raghavan(1992).To a certainextent this is due to the topologicalprerequisites
of our methods, but it also seems sensible to expect that the most distinctive
feature of our results, namely the existence of an ergodic measure, cannot be
obtained without relatively restrictive assumptions.To what extent can our
hypothesesbe weakened?The only significantassumptionsare on the transition
probabilities.It is possible that the mutual absolute continuitypart could be
replaced with absolute continuityof all images of P with respect to a given
measureon Y. We doubt that the norm continuitycan be much weakened.But
we have no counterexamples.
We also lack examples where our hypotheses are satisfied and there is no
Markovequilibrium(as opposed to coordinatedequilibrium).A common phenomenon should, however, be kept in mind. With a continuum of states,
coordinationquite often appearsnaturallyin the closure of the equilibrium(or
the E-equilibrium)set. In our model, it is also true that if Y= [0, 1] (or, more
generally,if Y has no isolated point), then any coordinatedequilibriumpayoff
is the limit of E-equilibrium payoffsas 8 -> 0.
The stochasticgames consideredhere have symmetricinformationamongthe
players.A next logical step is the study of games with asymmetricinformation.
Dynamic programmingtechnique have already been used by Abreu, Pierce,
Stachetti(1990) in a repeated game context with asymmetricinformation.
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